
Read the words in the box and answer the                  
following questions: 

quart   quarter   quarterly   quick  quiet   quite   quiz 
qualifications     qualify    quarrel     question     quill 

quilt    quotation    quote     questionable 

Each word in the box begins with the                            
letter ________. 
Which letter always follows the q? _________ 
Write the words from the box with double                           
consonants: 
_________________________________________________ 
Write the words from the box that are related to: 
quart ______________  _______________ 
qualify _____________  question ________________ 
quote_______________ 



How did the spelling change when a suffix was   
added to the base words above? Add –ly to each 

word below. Write the new word. What does it 
mean? 

quarter_______________ quiet__________________ 
quick_________________ 

Some of the words in the box are often confused 
with other words. Look at each pair. Why might 

they get confused with each other? 

quilt/quill   quit/quite   quest/question   quiet/quite 

Read the words in the box and answer the                  
following questions: 

quart   quarter   quarterly   quick  quiet   quite   quiz 
qualifications     qualify    quarrel     question     quill 

quilt    quotation    quote     questionable 



Use the words from the box and complete the  
following sentences. 

quart   quarter   quarterly   quick  quiet   quite   quiz 
qualifications     qualify    quarrel     question     quill 

quilt    quotation    quote     questionable 

Be sure that a u always follows q. 

1. Your _________________for the job are  
      reviewed _________________. 
 
2. Grandpa remembers when a  
      ___________ of milk cost a______________. 
 
3. There is no ______________that even  
      best friends_____________sometimes. 
 
4. This________________,sewn in 1876, has Bibical 
      ______________sewn on it. 



1.  "Don´t____________me," the man said 
      as he made a _____________ exit. 
 
2.   The______________is designed to find 
      out if you _____________for the job. 
 
3.   A ____________pen is not ____________ 
      as useful as a modern ballpoint. 
 
4.   The suspect was completely ______________ 
      about his actions, making his alibi_____________. 

Use the words from the box and complete the  
following sentences. 

quart   quarter   quarterly   quick  quiet   quite   quiz 
qualifications     qualify    quarrel     question     quill 

quilt    quotation    quote     questionable 



Use the words from the box and complete the  
following sentences. 

1. qualifications  quarterly 
2. quart  quarter 
3. question  quarrel 
4. quilt  quotation 

1. quote  quick 
2. quiz  qualify 
3. quill  quite 
4. quiet  questionable 


